adventure

fantas
Make the earth, water and sky your playground with five of the
most fabulous adventure sports that T3 brings to you.
words shikha tripathi photography Rishad Saam Mehta
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Jump
Start
A bungee jump will pale in
comparison to this mega
dive, where the rope is
snatched away and the
distance multiplied a
thousand fold
Adventure hotspot
Queenstown, South
Island, New Zealand

The single most adrenaline-pumping adventure
sport in the world, skydiving is guaranteed to evoke a
range of emotions in the shortest span of time.
Beginners cannot dive independently. So if it’s your
first jump, you will be harnessed to a jumpmaster. Not
only does the professional help you gear up, but also
explains the purpose of each gear and gives you a
complete low-down on the skydive. Completely made of
space age material, the jumpsuit and harness are
extremely light, designed to help you be a weightless
bird in a mind-blowing drop that has you plummeting
at 200km per hour. You can even have a professional
shoot you and record your sixty second freefall from a
height of 15,000metre to ground zero. It’s difficult
though to say cheese while the wind force plays with
your best features and the head rush with your sanity.

Pockets lighter by... 618 NZD (Rs 18,500*) per

jump inclusive of a DVD and hi-res photos. Not overly
expensive for an adventure sport of this scale.
www.nzone.biz

Stand still, this air bird
doesn’t allow you to sit.
One piece of advice
JUMP right on cue!

Gravity has never been so real.
While she threatened to barf out
her princely lunch, he was aurally
challenged, albeit temporarily
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Skydiver’s
top Gear...
Cruiser Flames
by Bobster

Featuring shatterproof
polycarbonate lens, silkscreened flames on the frame
and anti-fog coating, these
shades are provide 100%
protection against UV rays.
Rs 707* www.gravitygear.com

Aviator Helmet

Comfortable padding and two
audible altimeter helmets make
this a great buy for your skydive.
Rs 5,896* www.gravitygear.com

Dakine Escape
Gear Duffle

Designed with bomber stitching,
strong materials and easy
packing designs, this bag has a
zippered helmet pocket, an
exterior mesh pocket, a Ushaped opening for easy access,
and a padded shoulder strap.
Rs 1,966* www.gravitygear.com

The Javelin Odyssey
Harness/Container
System

Sized and fitted according to the
size of your parachutes and your
body, this harness system is
custom made for your comfort.
Rs 66,805* www.gravitygear.com

Freefly pants

Tapering to a funnel-shape,
these pants come with velcro
cuffs. Because of their special
design, they are not only
excellent for the big jump, but
can also double up as leisure
pants. Caught you!
Rs 80,000*
www.paratexjumpsuits.com
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rafter’s
TOP gear...
Stearns Whitewater Vest
(Adult)
Constructed of 210 denier nylon
with a mesh lining, it comes in S/
M (chest size 30inch-40inch), L/
XL (42inch-52inch), and in youth
size (24inch-29inch, 50 to 90lb)
Rs 3,106*
www.greatoutdoorprovision.com

Watershed Ultimate
Ditch Bag

This airtight bag has four external
lash points, end and top carry
handles, removable shoulder,
waist harness and an inflation/
purge valve.
NA

Chaco sandals

The BioCentric footbed of these
sandals provides excellent
support, whether you are hiking
desert canyons, or portaging the
raft across rock-strewn rivers.
Rs 3,500*

Clavey mug

Made of insulated, stainless steel
with a secure fitting lid, these
mugs feature the Clavey and the
Avon Riverboat logo and will hold
19oz of your favourite tipple.
Rs 590*

Bravo 10 Footbellows

This footbellow comes with
inflation and deflation
connections, a pressure gauge, a
durable non-kink hose and
multiple valve fittings.
Rs 2,082*

Cry me a
river
There’s no battle more

challenging than
thrashing volumes of
water rushing at you with
a vengeance
Adventure hotspot
Himalayan Rivers Ganges, Brahmaputra,
Beas, Sutlej and the Tons
One of the hottest destinations for battling with the
rapids on a raft, Rishikesh remains the numero uno
choice when it comes to riding the white Ganges waters
and Shivpuri near Rishikesh is the undisputed rafting
capital of the country.
Depending on the volume, gradient and intensity of
rapids, white water rivers are divided into grades ranging
from one to six. If you are trying the sport for the first
time, you go for the lower end. Post a short programme,
you can try higher grades.

Pockets lighter by Approximately Rs 1,500 for a
day’s expedition.

www.aquaterra.co.in
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Sitting ducks... ‘em dressed in
bile colour. It’s a toss
between churning sea and
churning stomachs

Any last wish, the
instructor asks his
frozen crew
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Snowed
in
Cut short the long

mountain trail and fly to
the top of a glacier for a
unique walk to remember
Adventure hotspot
Franz Josef, South Island,
New Zealand

Craving for the thrill of walking the thin white line,
but apprehensive about the hardships of trekking to at
least 10,000feet? Fret not, for the Franz Josef glacier
allows you to seek the same thrill at the height of merely
800feet above sea level to which you are airlifted by
a chopper.
Unique to the glacier, this activity can only be done at
this glacier because of the geographic possibilities it
presents by virtue of being an advancing glacier (the rate
of snowfall at the top is greater than the rate at which
the glacier melts) and thus coming so far down the
mountain. The varying topography includes ice caves,
crevasses, narrow gullies and ridges. Each one of which
can be explored with the help of an ‘ice expert’, who will
equip you with all the tips and tricks you will need to
steer your way through the mass of ice. You need to get a
grip on a couple of things, which include using an ice
axe, walking with crampons strapped onto your shoes,
careful concentration at every step to avoid thin ice, and
of course, making your peace with the chill that will get
you despite numerous layers of clothing
and fleece.

Pockets lighter by About 360 NZD (Rs 10,800*).
You can avail of economical B&B (bed and breakfast)
options found in plenty in the area to balance your
cash flow.
www.helicopter.co.nz/helihike.asp
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helihiker’s
TOP gear...
Andorra Antishock
Walking Poles

Easily foldable and weighing only
half a kilo, complete with shock
absorption, these three-section
telescopic poles keep you steady
while hiking up the glacier.
Rs 2,250* for a pair
www.aviindustries.com

Rock Empire
Inflatable Mat

Spread out this self-inflatable
mat underneath your sleeping
bag to prevent it from getting
moist or becoming damp
Rs 3,500* www.aviindustries.com

ALUSTAR Crampons

These 12 point crampons are
suitable for a variety of terrain
and all kinds of boots. Extremely
lightweight, they come with
crampon bags and antiblocs.
Rs 3,800* for a set
www.aviindustries.com
Romanticise it as much
as you want. But when
the icy grip threatens to
loosen, the last thing
you’d want to do is look
into each other’s eyes

Gladius Pro Ice Axe

Meant for serious expeditions,
this axe has an interchangeable
pick made of hardened steel
with ergonomical soft rubber
grip. Available in different sizes, it
also has an optional hand-rest/
grip-guard for vertical ice.
Rs 4,500* www.aviindustries.com

Oakley A-Frame Clear/
Persimmon Snow
Goggles

Apart from coming with 100%
UV protection, these googles
have impact resistant lenses and
polar fleece foam padding, all of
which help reduce the glare.
Rs 1,966* www.oakley.com

No you fool, I am not wearing any
leotard. Just braving the cold by
showing off my er... strongs legs
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diver’s
TOP gear...
Oceanic Flex
Dry Suit

Specially designed
and carefully
placed flexia smart
panels stretch with
your body and the
reflective tape on
the arms is a great
safety feature.
Rs 38,746
www.simplyscuba.

Suunto Gekko

A diving computer, it allow divers
to extend their bottom time and
increase their safety underwater.
The phosphorescent display can
be charged with a dive torch!
Rs 11,264 www.simplyscuba.com

Platina Dive Mask

The Platina is ideal for divers
who enjoy underwater
photography. In addition to its
super-thin design, it minimises
frame protrusion to bring the
lens and finder close to each
other. That lets you focus with a
feeling close to the naked eye.
Rs 3,810 www.simplyscuba.com

National Geographic
Diver Crew-Pak

The Crew-Pak is an allencompassing tool kit that will
provide you with educational
information and pictorials you
need to get your diver’s license.
Rs 3,390 www.padi.com/ng/

Ikelite Underwater
Housing 6871.40

This housing can keep your
Canon 400D SLR completely
waterproof and helps you shoot
corals and fishes without
worrying about your cam.
Rs 76,000 www.ikelite.com
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Yes, it’s a giant seaturtle! If you are a family
of scuba divers, your
grandpa might have
been friends with him...

Take a
Dive
Discover a different

meaning of colour as you
say hello to beings from
another world.
Adventure hotspot
The Gold Coast, Australia
If a list of the world’s favourite hobbies were
drawn, SCUBA (self-contained underwater breathing
apparatus) diving would more or less top it. You needn’t
necessarily be an excellent swimmer. If you can swim
200metre effortlessly and stay afloat, you’re in. The
scuba instructors brief you on the physics behind it, tell
you the rules, and tell you how to assemble and use
underwater gear.
The first stint is essentially meant to arouse your
interest in what lies beneath. However, if you want the
repeated head rush of standing in the midst of shoals of
colourful fish, get certified as an Open Water Diver,
which can be done at any SCUBA diving agency or PADI
(Professional Association of Diving Instructors). Closer
home, you can obtain it even in Goa or Lakshadweep or
the Andamans (where waters are very clear). However,
we don’t promise that you will be as smitten by the
murky waters as the crystal liquid of Gold Coast! With
an OWD certi under your belt, you can take the plunge
at any dive site across the globe. But be wary. For once
you break on through to the other side, you’re hooked
for life.

Pockets lighter by Around Rs 15,000 for the

initial training and certification. After that, pursuing the
hobby isn’t all that expensive. Dive shops charge
anywhere from Rs 2,000 upwards for a dive including
gear hire. If you must, then buy a dive mask.
www.barracudadiving.com
www.silverseries.com.au

Come here fishy-wishy! Our man
tried to lure the colourful coral
resident with bites of beer-batter
fried fish. Wrong choice, we think
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Co-ordination, that’s the trick.
Otherwise you’d be going in circles!

Row’d
Runner
Row steadily across

endless blue expanses
of the Pacific, steering
around the regular
traffic of rare sea life
Adventure hotspot
Tropical North
Queensland, Australia
Bordered by the Great Barrier Reef and the Coral
Sea, sea kayaking on this beautiful blue stretch is one of
the most relaxed sports. With turtles for company and
dugongs swimming peacefully by your kayak, all you
need is enough manpower to keep rowing. Different
from river kayaking in terms of kayak size and rowing
techniques, the sleek kayaks stretch beyond 7metre at
times, and can be easily handled with the help of a set of
simple guidelines and instructions. Part of an
archipelago of 74 islands, there are several other sports
here you can experiment with. Carry snorkelling gear in
your kayak big enough to accommodate a picnic party,
and take off the coast of any of the islands and feed your
favourite fishes.

Pockets lighter by 130 AUD (Rs 4700*), which
may vary with location.

www.coralseakayaking.com
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kayaker’s
TOP gear...
Epic GP Classic kayak

Yep! These guys are being
towed for parking in a
no-parking zone.

This embodies the perfect blend
of stability, lightweight and
optimal tracking. It’s an ideal
choice for anyone wanting to
spend a comfortable day
paddling a responsive and highly
manageable kayak.
Rs 79,000* (standard)
www.knoydart.co.uk

Relaxed Touring blade
paddle

Best suited for a low angle
paddling, this is perfect for those
who want a less tiring paddle.
The standard 2-piece is fitted
with a length lock centre joint.
The feather can be set to any
angle, or control.
Rs 17,747* www.knoydart.co.uk

3 Mukluk light shoes

Ideal for all water sports, these
knee-high shoes are made of
waterproof neoprene and sport a
security strap at the calf.
Rs 5,267* www.knoydart.co.uk

4 Master LED Torch

With the LED power enhanced
through an optical system, the
shock and water-proof body of
this torch has an operating time
of over 100 hours. Keep one
handy in your kayak.
Rs 815* www.knoydart.co.uk

5 Travel kit

This set of eight leak-proof jars
and bottles will keep your
necessities safe. If a bar of
snickers is what calms you in the
face of waterborne fear, you
know where to stash it away.
Rs 615* www.knoydart.co.uk
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